
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STAR OF THE WEEK:  
 

Reception  
RJA Leah BH - trying really hard with phonics and using 
these in her writing.  
RLR Lara McN - For an excellent week and improved 
readiness. Lara has really matured over the last few weeks 
and has a great attitude to learning!  
RBW Woody F - for being such a kind, cooperative and 
helpful member of our class this week. Well done!  
 
 
Year 1: 
1CH Eliza B – Fantastic role model, great effort in phonics 

& writing        
1CR DOUBLE AWARD!!! 8Julen B-L for being ready to 
learn during whole class activities and for sharing more of 
his brilliant ideas. 
Class 1/2 Isla C-S for growing in resilience and confidence   
Year 2: 
2MK Rhea O For super effort in all her subjects. Well 
done, Rhea! 
2CB Cooper M - for trying hard with his behaviour and 
attitude to his work all week. 
Year 3: 
3VH Sienna H for settling in so well to life at Broadstone 
and working so hard in her lessons.  
3ZA George H for trying his best to stay on task and follow 
instructions.  
3DM Lilla B has worked hard and always tries her best, 
even when things are difficult. I am so impressed! 
Year 4: 
4EE Hannah W-H for enthusiasm and great effort catching 
up on missed work. 
4SH Zaida R who always demonstrates the school's core 
learning values each and every day. 
Year 5: 
5RT Josh M -  For being super kind & a fantastic member 
of class! 
5TL Jess H - for being an all-round star and always looking 
to help her fellow class mates.  
5LK Mia H - Mia is always a superstar and this week was 
no different! She tries super hard in every subject and is a 
great friend and talk partner.   
Year 6:  
6AB Milo D - Milo has demonstrated a positive and 
hardworking attitude in every lesson this week.  
6KH Joe H for his continued hard work and determination 
during SATs prep!  
6ZW Malaika K for demonstrating all of our core learning 
values and being an all-round super star!  

 

WRITER OF THE WEEK: 
 

Reception RICC 
RJA “Confident” -  Ihnatiy C  Great improvement in 

confidence and wish him lots of luck moving back to the 
Ukraine to see his Daddy 

RLR “Cooperative” Zayn R for great turn taking and sharing 
when making our scones. He was very patient waiting for 

his turn.  
RBW “Independent” - Inaya A for how independent and 
confident she is becoming with her writing! Great use of 
phonics and super attempts at finger spaces this week!  

Year 1: 
1CH Georgia S – Brilliant ideas for a new solution in our 
story! 
1CR DOUBLE AWARD!!! Julen B-L for using his phonics 
knowledge to spell unknown words and for using finger 
spaces consistently.   
Class 1/2 Harry B for a super improvement in all areas of 
his writing and presentation.  We are super proud of you 
Harry 
Year 2: 
2MK Maisie C has been working hard when self-correcting 
her writing, well done, Maisie! 
2CB Penelope D - for a huge improvement with her 
spelling and handwriting.  
Year 3: 
3VH Max C for an amazing setting description of the 
stormy beach from The Tempest.  
3ZA Paris J for using exciting vocabulary to describe the 
new character in our story.  
3DM Joe LR - Joe has had some amazing ideas for his 
writing and has written a great setting description. Well 
done! I am so proud. 
Year 4: 
4EE Cassia F :Another brilliant piece of writing from Cassia, 
she is really starting to find her writer's voice. 
4SH Daisy C and Robyn S - Both have worked really hard at 
explaining in detail why Emperor Claudius decided to 
invade Britain in 43AD. 
Year 5: 
5RT Ella W – for an A-MAZING description of the villains in 
Macbeth, blew me away! 
5TL Verity Mac-I: For an amazing description of our class 
text Macbeth 
5LK Billy J - Billy really analysed the characters in Macbeth 
in order to create a great freeze frame this week. He 
picked out specific language that helped him portray his 
character well.  
Year 6: 
6AB Sean N has worked hard to produce an excellent free-
write in English this week. 
6KH Eira J for another beautiful &bimaginative piece of 
writing during a Free Write session based on a picture  
        of a frog! 

   6ZW Ethan M for excellent contributions to our free-
write lesson and outstanding use of vocabulary.  


